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the transporter 2 - the first of the series directed by the fast and the furious's louis leterrier. directed
by first-timer vincent d'onofrio, and produced by fastlane's luc besson, transporter 2 follows what
could be described as a more conventional story. frank martin, an ex- special forces agent, is now

living a much safer life, spending his time driving convoys of merchandise to europe, picking up bit-
jobs in america, and partying with his family. when frank is hired to drive a young boy to school, he

suddenly becomes involved in a web of deceit involving some shady dealings and dangerous
kidnappings. the rest of the film is a police chase and shootout through the city streets, featuring

world-class driving, blazing autos, stylish, eye-catching cars, and more than a few driving and gun-
smuggling action sequences. the transporter 2 came out in 2005, immediately bringing in over a

billion dollars at the box office. transporter 3, the third film, was released on august 17, 2008. this
film received great acclaim and is the best of the series. the film co-stars jason statham, amber

valletta, alessandro gassman, and andy garcía. jack billings is kidnapped by thugs, and frank is hired
to retrieve him. the film introduced the third wheel: a kid named jack who joins frank on his

adventures. the film debuted at no. 1 at the us box office in its first weekend with over â£53.8
million and ended up grossing $93,366,007 in north america, and $255,984,505 worldwide. one of
the elements of the film's success was the way it developed a more character-driven story. like the

previous films, the main character in this installment, frank martin, is a former member of the french
special forces. frank has left the mafia, and he is now working as a professional transporter. he

travels from country to country carrying large quantities of drugs or cash, just like a common thief in
the real world. frank is hired to carry a boy named jack from miami to a middle-of-nowhere town in
spain and bring him to school. but on the way, their encounter with a bank heist gang leads frank to
involvement in a series of wacky events. in order to fulfill his obligations, frank must resort to using

his martial arts skills, extreme driving skills, and an array of stylish and deadly vehicles.
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transporter 2 is a 2006 american action thriller film directed by paul greengrass, written by eric bana
and peter morgan, and starring jason statham, ben foster, claire danes and kim basinger. it is the

second installment in the transporter film series, which chronicles the adventures of covert operative
frank martin (jason statham), who becomes caught up in a plot to sell a stolen microchip. greengrass

returns to direct the sequel, which was released in the united states in june 2006. the film and its
predecessor have grossed a combined worldwide total of $711 million. the film received six

nominations at the 2007 academy awards, and won the best sound editing and best sound mixing
awards. transporter 3 is an american action thriller film directed by paul greengrass, written by eric
bana and peter morgan, and starring jason statham, ben foster, claire danes and kim basinger. it is

the third installment in the transporter film series, which chronicles the adventures of covert
operative frank martin (jason statham), who becomes caught up in a plot to sell a stolen microchip.
greengrass returns to direct the sequel, which was released in the united states in june 2006. the

film received six nominations at the 2007 academy awards and golden globe awards and won two:
best actor in a motion picture – drama for statham and best film editing. 5ec8ef588b
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